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Details about how to submit the project 
 
Deliver your project as a zip file named summer-exam-2018-USER-STUDENTID.zip (substitute 
‘USER’ with your name and ‘STUDENTID’ with your student id number).  This zip file is obtained 
by using the export command in Eclipse. This can be done by first choosing the File>Export 
menu command. Then select as destination in the ‘General’ folder the Archive File type. Be 
sure to select then the right project, the zip format and check the radio button “Create directory 
structure for files” (default). Include in the zip file all the files (bin, sources, resources), the 
.classpath and .project files. You can consult this page 
https://mcuoneclipse.com/2012/05/07/exporting-and-importing-projects-in-eclipse/ for an 
example. I must be able to import your Eclipse project, compile and execute the program 
without any additional library that is not already included in the standard Java API.  
 
Double check that one of your colleagues using an OS different from yours and with Eclipse can 
successfully import, load and execute your project without any problem. Do not put in your code 
absolute references to files that cannot be found when running your project on another 
computer (my computer).  
 
Note that if I cannot run your project or the application does not find the required files (see the 
requirements) you will fail the exam. 
 
Upload this zip file in OLE before the deadline: June 18th 2018 at noon. 
 
Student Code Ethics 
Students are expected to maintain the highest standards of academic integrity. Work that 
is not of the student's own creation will receive no credit. Remember that you cannot 
give or receive unauthorized aid on any assignment, quiz, or exam. A student cannot use 
the ideas of another and declare it as his or her own. Students are required to properly 
cite the original source of the ideas and information used in his or her work. 
 
Application requirements 
  
Implement a swing- awt-based SystemUsabilityScale application where you can perform the 
tasks described in the following. The application will basically let the user to fill in a system 
usability questionnaire, for a target system chosen by the user, and to obtain information about 
the usability score of other systems assessed by other users.  
 
The implemented application must be displayed in the main window that you will create. Do not 
create an Applet. 
  



There must be a main window menu containing the following menu items: 
● Exit: kills the application 
● About: pops up a dialogue that tells something about the developer of the application 

(you) and some information about the application: number of classes, number of 
methods, total number of lines of code. 

  
System Usability Scale: Application Functions 

• The overall goal of this application is to let a user to score the usability of a target 
system, for instance the WhatsUp or Calendar app that you have on your phone. I use 
the word “target system” to refer to the application that is evaluated by the user by using 
your application. 

• Usability is part of the broader term “user experience” and refers to the ease of access 
and/or use of a product or website. The official ISO 9241-11 definition of usability is: “the 
extent to which a product can be used by specified users to achieve specified goals with 
effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a specified context of use.”  

• So, in essence, first the user is supposed to use the WhatsUp target system and then, 
replying to a questionnaire implemented in the application that you will build, the user 
should describe how easy and simply it was to use WhatsUp. 

• The usability of a system will be measured by your application using the System 
Usability Scale (SUS) questionnaire. This questionnaire contains 10 statements and 
based on the user level of agreement with the statements (in a scale from 1 to 5) a final 
score between 0 and 100 is calculated. For instance: “I think that I would like to use this 
system frequently.” If the user strongly agrees with this statement your app will add to 
the final result 4 (multiplied by 2.5); while if the user strongly disagree with that 
statement your app will add to the final score 0. 

• Using a simple formula, which takes into account all the replies of the user to the 10 
statements of the SUS questionnaire, your application will compute the SUS score of the 
system. 

• The full set of 10 questions and the scoring formula are described here (under the 
paragraph “Scoring SUS”): https://measuringu.com/sus/ 

• Your application must first ask the user to enter his/her email address (which is used as 
an identifier of the user) and then the name of the target system that the user is 
evaluating using your application. 

• Then, your system must present to the user the 10 SUS statement and let the user to 
enter his/her replies. For instance, as in the following figure: 

 



 
 

• After the user has entered all the replies the system must compute the SUS score of the 
target system and display the result to the user. In addition to the computed result your 
application must tell the user if his SUS score for that system was higher or lower (or 
equal) than the average score of the target system, which is computed by using the 
evaluations of other users for the same target system (see below additional details about 
the average SUS score of a target system). 

• An additional functionality of your application must enable the user to search for the 
average SUS score of a target system. The user should enter the name of the target 
system in a text field and the system should search in its data repository if other users 
have evaluated a system whose name matches the string entered by the user. For 
instance, if the user enters “what” and some users have previously scored “WhatsUp” 
and “WhatsDown” your application should let the user to choose one of these two target 
systems and then must show the average SUS score of the selected one, together with 
the standard deviation, computed on the set of SUS scores for the selected target 
system that your application has computed before, when other users have scored the 
selected target system. If the input search string does not match any target system 
previously evaluated by any user then your application must inform the user. 

• All the scores computed by your application must be stored in a csv file (data.csv), 
where the lines are structured like these:  

ciccio@unibz.it; whatsup; 75.8 
pippo@unibz.it; whatsup; 73.0 
ciccio@unibz.it; whatsdown; 45.9  

• A user can evaluate a target system more than once. Both scores must be stored and 
there will be two duplicate lines in the data.csv file (with possibly two different scores). 

• Note that in the data.csv file the text data referring to the user email and the target 
system name are stored in lowercase letters, and this is because you do not want to 
distinguish between a target system named by a user “WhatsUp”, with a target system 
named by another user “WHATSUP” or “WHaTsUP”. All these systems will be 
considered by your application as one system only. 



• For system maintenance and test, please also include a button that will reset the file 
containing the accumulated system scores to an empty file. So that after clicking on this 
button your application will always start from the same initial state (empty data base of 
users). 

 


